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Abstract. In the course of researching distributed timetabling problems this ar-
ticle applies the multi-agent paradigm of computations and presents a corre-
spondent mathematical model for university’s timetabling problem solution. 
The model takes into account dynamic nature of this problem and individual 
preferences of different remote users for time and location of classes. In the 
framework of that model authors propose an original problem-oriented algo-
rithm of multi-agent communication.  Developed algorithm is used as a founda-
tion for the distributed software system AgentTime. Based on multi-agent 
JADE platform AgentTime provides friendly graphical interface for online de-
sign of time tables for universities. 
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1. Introduction  

In modern society time scheduling plays the outstanding role. Any schedule is the ob-
ligation, which enables to carry out authentic planning of activities for a separate per-
son, and whole industrial systems as well. Timetabling represents an important re-
search activity in the scheduling theory, and focuses on such problems as optimal 
lecture’s schedules in educational institutions, week cyclic schedules of plane’s flights 
within the framework of several airports, week or daily schedules of railway transpor-
tation, etc. For all these problems the interval of time, inside which the given set of 
jobs should be fulfilled, is known beforehand. Thus, the minimum of the schedule’s 
length is not usually considered as a primary goal, - other criteria are used for estima-
tion of quality of the schedule having been built. For example, in an educational insti-
tution the timetable design process should achieve the following goals: minimization 
of maximal length of a working day, minimization of the number of the "holes" in the 
schedules of groups and professors, maximal satisfaction of personal professor’s pref-
erences to the time and location of classes, etc. In the current situation, when many 
educational institutions rapidly grow in size, and distribution scale, wide application 
of effective software systems for distributed solution of timetabling problems be-
comes very important. 



At present there are many various algorithms for drawing up the time tables in uni-
versities. The fundamental approaches are based on the well-known linear and integer 
programming paradigms [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, several researches of 80s have 
shown that the integer programming is not equally effective from the point of view of 
the calculations volume. The high computational costs make integer programming 
poorly attractive to the large tasks of timetable design, because that method does not 
guarantee productivity, when the sizes and complexity of tasks grow [3, 7].  

Last twenty years have shown the increased interest of the researchers to develop-
ment of the approaches for the design of timetables with use of various meta-
heuristics [3], like simulated annealing, Tabu Search, genetic algorithms (GAs), and 
their hybrids [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19]. It is affirmed, that among others, GAs have 
larger capacity, and allow to find the greatest number of the feasible solutions [15, 16, 
17]. Nevertheless, when GAs are exploited, there are difficulties in the description of 
controlling parameters, in definition of exact roles of crossover and mutations, as well 
as in analysis of convergence [18].  

Also, it should be noted, that the majority of the considered approaches follow the 
paradigm of centralized systems, they do not allow the remote users govern the proc-
ess of timetable design. In complex distributed and evolving systems like modern vir-
tual universities and peer-to-peer communities, that shortcoming makes impractical 
classical methods, and demands new timetabling principles, which take account of 
real-time user’s preferences in complex changing environments. A multi-agent ap-
proach represents a successful paradigm for those kinds of problems, when an optimal 
or quasi-optimal solution is built in the result of interaction of large number of 
autonomous computational entities.  

In general, for timetabling applications several types of multi-agent algorithms are 
suitable. The first type of algorithms includes economics-based models of interaction 
[1, 20, 21]. The second one consists of various generic algorithms for solution of Dis-
tributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems (DCSP) [22, 23]. But the most effective al-
gorithms, comprising the third type, were specifically designed for a particular sched-
uling problem. Such specialized algorithms apply all domain- or problem-specific 
information and show unbeaten productivity. The results are known [24, 25, 26, 27], 
where authors propose problem-specific algorithms of agent’s interaction for the 
meeting scheduling.  Although such algorithms fit well the timetabling model, and 
have attractive computational efficiency, their direct application for university’s time-
tabling is not so straightforward and requires additional efforts.   

In the given article authors propose new multi-agent algorithm for university’s 
timetabling, and describe basic principles of the distributed system AgentTime, based 
on that algorithm. Presentation of the results has the following structure. Section 2 de-
scribes the mathematical model of university’s timetabling, which includes user’s 
preferences. Section 3 gives overview of the corresponding multi-agent algorithm for 
the design of timetables. In section 4 certain topics of AgentTime’s software imple-
mentation are considered. Overview of results and discussion are presented in Section 
5. Section 6 contains references.  



2. The Proposed Mathematical Model For the University’s 
Timetabling Problem 

The exact mathematical statement of the university’s timetabling problem forms the 
basis of our own multi-agent algorithm for design of the educational schedule. For the 
sake of generality we use the term ‘teacher’ to denote different kinds of university 
employees (e.g. professors, instructors, etc),  the term ‘stream’ to denote a stream, and 
the term ‘subject’ to denote different kinds of student’s subjects. Also we give the 
same name of user to all of the stakeholders of the schedule (e.g. the teachers and stu-
dent’s groups). In our mathematical model we will use the following designations. 

Student’s groups and Streams. g∈G  – the unique identifier of the group. G  – 

the set of group’s identifiers. γ=G  – the total number of groups. Each group be-
longs to one stream at least. Some streams can consist of a single group, but in most 
cases several groups form a stream with the following constraints: 
1. All groups of the same stream exploit the same classrooms for lectures.  
2. Lectures are delivered to all groups of the stream at the same time. 
3. Each stream has as minimum one lesson. 

R  – the set of stream’s identifiers. ρ=R  – the total number of streams. 

r∈R  – the unique identifier of the stream. Each single group can be treated as a 
separate stream, thus ρ γ≥ . ⊂rC G  – the stream. { }, ,...,= 1 2 ρC C C C  – the 

set of streams. 
Teachers. P – the set of unique teacher’s identifiers. p∈P  – the unique 

teacher’s identifier. 
Timetable users. Union of the group’s set and the teacher’s set gives us the set of 

the timetable users: = ∪M G P , m∈M  – the unique identifier of the timetable 
user. 

Time. W – the set of the days of the week. w∈ gW  – the certain day of the week. 

{ }1, 2,...,7⊂ =gW W  – the set of learning days for the group g , 

{ }1, 2,...,8j∈ =J  – the lesson’s number. ( ){ }, | ,w j w j= ∈ ∈T W J  – the set 

of timeslots, which are the elementary units in the timetabling problem. For example, 
the timeslot (1, 2) means the second lesson on Monday. For each timetable user m the 
set of free timeslots m

+ ⊂T T  is known. The set of denied timeslots m
− ⊂T T  is 

known also. We assume the obvious constraints are true (i.e. 
;m m m m

+ − + −∪ = ∩ =∅T T T T T ).  
Subjects. In our model teachers conduct lectures and manage practical exercises. 

Lectures are delivered to the whole stream, while practical exercises are organized for 
a single group only. Also some practical exercises impose restrictions on allowable 
classrooms, like computer or chemistry labs. To describe all these pecularities, let’s 
introduce the following mathematical structures. 



{ }1, 2,..., rσ=rS  – the set of lecture’s identifiers delivered to the stream r . 

rs ∈ rS  – the unique lecture’s identifier; { }1, 2,..., rθ=rQ  – the set of practical 

exercise’s identifiers organized to the stream r . rq ∈ rQ  – the unique exercise’s 
identifier; 

Each lecture’s assignment can be uniquely identified by a pair ( ), rr s ∈RS , 
where  

 

( ){ }, | ,r rr s r s= ∈ ∈ rRS R S
 

(1) 
 

 
The total number of lecture’s assignments is computed as follows: 
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Each certain exercise’s assignment can be uniquely identified by a tri-

ple ( ), ,r rr g q ∈RQG , where  
 

( ){ }, , | , ,r r r rr g q r q g= ∈ ∈ ∈r rRQG R Q C
 

(3) 
 

 
The total number of exercise’s assignments is computed as follows: 

1
r

r

ρ

θ
=

= ⋅∑ rRQG C , where rC  – is the total number of groups in the 

stream rC . 
For further analysis differences between lectures and practical exercises can be ne-

glected and the united set of subjects E will be used:  
 

= ∪E RS RQG  (4) 
 

 
Curriculum consists of subjects’ assignments for each of the teacher during one 

semester (fall) in the following form: 
 
:δ →E P  
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1 :δ →RS P , where P  – the set of teachers; RS  – the set of lecture’s 

(5) 
 



assignments. 

2 :δ →RQG P , RQG  – the set of exercise’s assignments. 
 
For example, ( )1 1, 2 4δ =  means, that teacher 4 delivers lecture 2 for stream 1, 

and ( )2 1, 2, 4 7δ =  means, that teacher 7 manages practical exercise 2 for group 4, 
included into the stream 1. 

Given the curriculum δ, we can easily compute the total number of subjects Em as-
signed to the teacher (or the group) with identifier m: 

 
( ) ( )

( )
{ | } { , | }
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m r r
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C Q
 

(6) 
 

 
Room’s stock consists of laboratories, lecture halls and classrooms available for 

subjects in the university. It is modeled by the set A of unique room’ identifiers. For 
each element of the set of subjects E, a subset of permitted rooms Ae is selected : 

e ⊂A A .  
The primary goal of the timetabling problem in our model is formulated as look-

ing for the feasible mapping from the set of subjects E to the set of timeslots T: 
 

:τ →E T  (7) 
 
For example, mapping ( ) ( )1, 2 4, 4τ =  means that subject 2 for stream 1 will be 

given on Thursday during the fourth lesson. 
Related with the mapping τ, the mapping α should assign a classroom for each 

subject: 
 

:α →E A , where 
E  – the set of subjects; A  – the set of classrooms. 

(8) 

 
For example, mapping ( )1, 2 101α =  means that subject 2 for stream 1 will be 

conducted in the room 101. 
Constraints for the university’s timetabling problem are defined as follows.  

1. The teacher can conduct only one subject at the single timeslot. 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2, , :p e e e e e e p e eδ δ τ τ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ≠ ∧ = = ⇒ ≠P E  (9) 

 
2. In one classroom only one subject can be given at the single timeslot. 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2, , :a e e e e e e a e eα α τ τ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ≠ ∧ = = ⇒ ≠A E  (10) 



3. Each group has no more than one subject at the single timeslot. 
 

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

1 1 2 2 1 2

1 2 1 2 1 2

: ,... , ,...

..., , ...,

g e r e r g g e e

e g e g e e e eτ τ

∀ ∈ = = ∈ ∧ ∈ ∧ ∈ ∧ ≠ ∨

∨ = = ∈ ∧ ≠ ⇒ ≠

1 2G E Cr Cr

E
 

(11) 

 
Subject’s priority. It is obvious, not all subjects have identical importance within 

the framework of educational process. As such, it is necessary to set the priority order 
among different subjects, so subjects with higher priority will borrow the best time 
and location. In our model the priority is modeled as the partial order on the set of 
subjects E: 

 
( ) ( )1 2 1 2e e U e U e⇔ ≥ , where  

1 2,e e ∈E ; ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3e eU e k e k e k p= + + +M  – the “utility” 
of the subject e ; 

( )( ) ( )( ){ | , , , }e rm e r s m e r q m= = ∈ ∧ ∈ ∨ = ∈M RS C RQG  

– the total number of groups for those the subject e is given; 
( )1 {0,5,10}k e ∈  – the measure of subject’s importance for the stream 

(0 – optional, 5 – important in general, 10 – important for stream); 
( )2 {0, 2}k e ∈  – 0 – undergraduate, 2 – graduate; 

( ),ep p e pδ= =  – the teacher’s identifier; 

( )3 {0..5}ek p ∈  – the estimation of the novelty level of the material 
given by the teacher pe.  

(12) 

 
User’s Preferences comprise the important part of our model. Each preference is 

modeled by a numeric value from the range [0,1].  Value 0 corresponds to the least 
desired alternative, and value 1 corresponds to the most desired alternative. The 
model includes two kinds of the user’s preferences:  
• preferences of the user m∈M  for the time of subjects:  
 

1 : [0,1]m m mf +× →E T  (13) 

 
• preferences of the user m∈M  for the location of subjects: 
 

2 : [0,1]m mf →EA , where 

{( , ) | }m e me a a e= ∈ ∧ ∈EA A E  – the set of feasible pairs “subject-
classroom”.  

(14) 

 



We use an evident representation of the user’s preferences in the form of graphics 
tables (table 1, 2). The darker color denotes the more preferable alternative (in respect 
of time or location). 

Table 1. Preferences of the user m for the desirable time of subjects, 1
mf , 

Lesson’s number, j  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Mon         

Tue          

Wed         

Thu          

Fri         

Sat         

D
ay

s o
f t

he
 w

ee
k,

 w
 

Sun         

 

Table 2. Preferences of the user m for the desirable location of subjects, 2
mf  

Classroom, a 1 2 3 4 5 
2

mf       

 
Criterion of timetable quality generalizes several partial criteria, and evaluates 

the solution found, namely the pair of mappings ( ) ( ),e eτ α . The first partial crite-
rion evaluates the sum of the user’s preferences for the time of the subject e: 

( ) ( )( )1 1 , max
e

e m
m

F f e eτ τ
∈

= →∑
M

 (15) 

 
The second partial criterion evaluates the sum of the user’s preferences for the lo-

cation of the subject e:  
 

( ) ( )( )2 2 , max
e

e m
m

F f e eα α
∈

= →∑
M

 (16) 

 
The generalized criterion is constructed as follows:  
 

( ) ( )1 2, maxe e
e

F F Fτ α
∈

= + →∑
E

 (17) 

 



The solution of the described problem consists of the found mappings ,τ α , as-
suming that all constraints are satisfied, and the generalized criterion has a maximum 
value.  

3. The Multi-Agent Algorithm For Timetable Design 

We took for the basis of our algorithm the well-known multi-agent algorithm 
MSRAC for meetings scheduling by A. Ben Hassine et all. [27]. Although some cor-
respondences still remain, our algorithm is specifically designed for a quite different 
problem of university’s timetable design, and together with time schedule it gives also 
an occupancy schedule for classrooms. 

In our algorithm we recognize two roles of agents: agents-organizers and agents-
participants. The agent’s structure also mimics the application domain, so we classify 
all agents as teachers, groups and classrooms. Agents-teachers play the role of organ-
izers; agents-groups and agents-rooms play the role of participants. The numbers of 
agents-teachers and agents-groups correspond to the real numbers of the teachers and 
the groups in the university. One agent-room corresponds to all classrooms in the con-
text of the single time table. Collective search for the best time and location of the 
study involves communication between different agents. For each study the agent-
teacher performs a set of actions, comprising the following state diagram (fig. 1).  

 

 
Fig. 1. The state diagram of the agent-teacher’s algorithm. 



The agent-teacher performs state transitions in accordance with the description 
given below. 

1) Ask_when_avail. That is the first state in the algorithm. The agent-teacher sends 
to all agents of groups the query WHENAVAIL with the study’s identifier, requesting 
available time for that study. The agents of groups answer by the message 
USERAVAIL, in which they inform when the agent is free, and has available time for 
the study. If all agents have informed the answer, then the agent-teacher finds inter-
section on time. If the intersection is empty, then the agent comes the final state im-
poss_meeting. 

1a) Imposs_meeting. In that state the agent-teacher founds itself if intersection of 
available for other agents times is empty and the total solution was failed. The study 
is marked as “having no solution”. 

2) Ask_subj_prefs. In that state the agent-teacher requests preferences for time and 
location (the message EVALUATE). The agents of groups reply own preferences in 
the message SUBJPREFS. The agent-teacher sorts received preferences for time and 
for location in accordance with criteria (15) and (16). 

3) Propose_time. The agent-teacher selects the first timeslot from the ordered list 
of the preferences, and sends it along with the study’s identifier to the agents of 
groups inside the message TIMEPROPOSAL. In response the agents of groups ana-
lyze own agendas. If the proposed timeslot is free in the agent’s agenda, the agent 
gives the positive answer, sending the message ACCEPT. Else the agent compares the 
priority of the study in the agenda with the priority of the study in the message. If the 
priority of the message’s study is greater, then the agent accepts new proposal and 
sends the message ACCEPT. In the opposite case the agent sends the message 
REJECT. The agent can apply the metropolis criterion [27] for decision making when 
the priorities are equal. In the case of total acceptance of the proposed timeslot, the 
agent-teacher passes to the next state Propose_location; in default the agent remains 
in the state propose_time, and chooses the next timeslot to negotiate. If all timeslots 
were rejected, it means that the decision for the currently selected study does not ex-
ist, and the agent-teacher passes to the state (3а) Solnot_found. 

3a) Solnot_found. In that state the agent-teacher founds itself if all proposed for 
timeslots were rejected by the agents of groups, and the total solution was failed. The 
study is marked as “having no solution”. 

4) Propose_location. The agent-teacher sends the sorted list of classrooms to the 
agent of classrooms inside the message LOCPROPOSAL. That message contains also 
the study’s identifier and the timeslot’s identifier. Using own occupancy list, the agent 
of classrooms searches for the first classroom in the list, which is available for the 
timeslot given or occupied by the study with a lower priority. If the search was suc-
cessful, and the classroom is found, in reply to the agent-teacher the agent of class-
rooms sends the message ACCEPT with the identifier of the room found. In the fail-
ure case the agent of classrooms sends the reply REJECT. Once the positive ACCEPT 
reply is received, the agent-teacher moves to the next state. In the result of REJECT 
receiving the agent returns to the state propose_time for selecting the available time-
slot for the study. 

5) Fix_meeting. If the agent-teacher occurs in that state, it means that both the 
timeslot and the classroom for the study were successfully found. In the result the 
agent-teacher sends to all other agents the message FIXMEETING with the identifiers 



of the study, the timeslot, and the classroom. If the agent-group does not have as-
signment for the received timeslot, the timeslot is fixed. By a similar way the agent of 
classrooms fixes the location. If the received timeslot (or the classroom) is occupied, 
the agent discards assignment of the study with lower priority, and sends to the agent-
teacher the message CANCEL MEETING, which is forwarded further to other agents 
in order to modify their agendas. 

In the states (1), (2), (3) and (4), if some agents did not send the answer during a 
predefined time period, the agent-teacher places the study, being under consideration, 
into the list of the cancelled subjects, to retry attempts later. Once all agents-teachers 
finish state processing, the common schedule is considered to be complete. One im-
portant feature of our algorithm is that of the partial timetable is always available. The 
complete timetable, including all the subjects, sometimes simply does not exist. In 
such a case, however, the considered algorithm will build the consistent time table, 
with some subjects of low priority ignored. 

4. Implementation Details of the Software System AgentTime 

The described mathematical model and the multi-agent algorithm were applied in the 
course of design and development the software system for time tabling called Agent-
Time.  AgentTime uses rich communication and agent-life cycle capabilities of Java-
based JADE multi-agent platform [29], and has highly distributed software architec-
ture (fig.2). Flexible multi-tier architecture of the system supports simultaneously 
multiple timetable design sessions and interaction of multiple agents. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The software architecture of AgentTime timetabling system. 



In AgentTime agents indirectly communicate with each other by passing the mes-
sages in accordance with a problem-specific ontology (table 3). 

Table 3. Multi-agent ontology for timetable design 

Message Semantics 
WHENAVAIL Inquiry to the agent-group for available timeslots. 
USERAVAIL Agent’s response to the message WHENAVAIL. The message 

contains the vector with available timeslots. Format : (a11 a12 
… a18 a21 a22 … a28 … a71 a72 … a78), where aij ∈ {0,1}, 1 – 
working day, 0 weekend. 

IMPOSSMEETING The message to the server agent about impossibility to find a 
time table for the subject with id sbj_id. Format: (sbj_id). 

EVALUATE Inquiry to the agent of group for time and location preferences 
related with the subject sbj_id. Format:(sbj_id). 

SUBJPREFS Agent’s response to the EVALUATE. Format: 
(sbj_id (w11 w12 … w18 w21 w22 … w28 … w71 w72 … w78) ((L1 
p1) (L2 p2) …(Ln pn))), where ( )0 1 1..7, 1..8ijw i j≤ ≤ = =  

– evaluation of i -th day of week and , j -th lesson; 

0 1, 1,kL k n≤ ≤ =  – the number of the classroom; missing 
classrooms have the priority with value 
0; 0 1,0kp k n≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  – the preference of the classroom 

kL . 
TIMEPROPOSAL The agent-teacher proposes time for the subject sbj_id. For-

mat: (sbj_id (d p)), 
where d – the day of the week; p – the number of the lesson. 

LOCPROPOSAL The agent-teacher proposes location for the subject sbj_id. 
Format: 
(sbj_id (L1 L2 … Lm)), where , 1,kL k m=  – the identifier of 
the classroom. The classrooms are sorted in accordance with 
the preferences. 

ACCEPT/REJECT Agent’s response to the message TIMEPROPOSAL (ACCEPT 
or REJECT). If the proposal is accepted the message contains 
the classroom’s identifier. Format: (L), where L – is the id of 
classroom. 

FIXMEETING Inquiry to fix the timeslot and location for a certain subject 
sbj_id. Format: 
(sbj_id (d p) L), where d – the day of week; p – the id of the 
lesson; L – the id of the classroom. 

CANCELMEETING Notification about cancelling a conflicting subject. Format: 
(sbj_id (d p) L), where d – the day of the week; p – the id of 
the lesson; L – the id of the classroom. 

 



Interaction of the agents during the design of timetable can be illustrated by the 
UML sequence diagram in fig. 3. In AgentTime apart from previously mentioned 
types of the agents we use the dedicated ServerAgent which is responsible for  com-
munication with external data sources, logging and other technical tasks. 
 

 
Fig. 3. The state diagram of the agent-teacher’s algorithm. 

Different users of AgentTime can interact with the system using different end-user 
tools, including web-browsers and PDAs. The mostly used way of interaction as-
sumes application of applet-based graphical interfaces (fig.4), but also JSP-based in-
terfaces are available. 

 



 
a) 

 

 
b) 

Fig. 4. Examples of AgentTime’s graphics interfaces: a- assignment of preferences; b – repre-
sentation of the ready timetable. 



5. Discussion 

This article focused on the important problem of time tables’ design for educational 
institutions. To tackle this problem in the context of modern distributed and highly 
dynamic universities we proposed the mathematical model and correspondent multi-
agent algorithm for iterative timetabling in presence of different subjective prefer-
ences for time and location of subjects. The theoretical considerations become a foun-
dation for development of the multi-agent software system AgentTime. That system 
facilitates distributed time planning and allocation of timeslots and classrooms. 

The developed algorithm belongs to the class of domain-specific multi-agent algo-
rithms and shows good performance metrics. Analysis shows that in the case of single 
computational node computational complexity of the algorithm C for allocation of 
timeslots and rooms can be estimated as follows:  

( )2 0log ,g lC S S T n n≤ ⋅ ⋅ , where 

S – is the number of subjects, ( )0 ,g lT n n  - a constant determined by the prob-

lem’s conditions. If AgentTime is distributed among P S≤ computational nodes, 

then estimation of processing time tp will be 2 0logP
C St S T
P P

≤ = ⋅ ⋅  . In the ex-

treme case, when P S= , tp will not be greater then 0 2logT S⋅ .  
Comparing our results with other known approaches to multi-agent timetabling like 

the algorithm MSRAC [27] , we can note that our system is capable of solving a more 
general problem, allocating not only timeslots, but classrooms also. With a few modi-
fications proposed model and algorithm will be suitable for managing other important 
resources as well.  At the same time we need to improve theoretical background of 
our algorithm to rigorously prove the optimality of the solutions found in terms of  the 
criteria (16) and (17). 

In the nearest time we are going to perform wide-area field experiments with 
AgentTime to test its robustness and quality of timetabling in real conditions of the 
complex university. We are also interested in extending the proposed mathematical 
model and software implementation of AgentTime with other approaches to multi-
agent coordination. In this context application of the paradigm “Controller-Variable 
Agent “ [28] is seemed to be very promising. 

This work was partially supported by Russian Fund of Basic Researches 
(grant # 07-07-00058). 
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